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1    Executive Summary

Near Neighbours is a national programme working 
across England, including in London, Luton, Leicester, 
Nottingham, Birmingham, the Black Country, Burnley, 
Oldham, Rochdale, Bury, Bradford, Dewsbury and Leeds 
towards the following key objectives:

•	 Promoting social interaction: developing positive 
relationships in multi-faith areas, including helping 
people from different faiths get to know and 
understand each other;

•	 Promoting social action: encouraging people of 
different faiths and of no faith to come together for 
initiatives that improve their local neighbourhood.

This report presents the work undertaken by the 
Coventry University team in developing an evaluative 
framework for Near Neighbours, and assessing the 
impact of the Programme against its aims. The 
approach taken has been based on a significant 
investment of time in learning about Near Neighbours 
from those closest to the Programme and has resulted 
in a strong understanding of how the Programme 
operates, its distinctiveness and where and how its 
successes and impact can be measured. Time was 
spent during the project in the following five case study 
areas: Birmingham, Black Country, Bradford, Luton and 
West London. The understanding developed has been 
translated into a conceptual framework, a Theory of 
Change and a set of evaluation and monitoring tools. 

The Coventry University team have seen very clearly 
that Near Neighbours has provided the platform for 
people to work with their neighbours to enact positive 
change in local areas. The Programme has achieved 
this by offering people funding, opportunity, guidance 
from locally embedded coordinators and, often, the 
confidence to take a first step in organised social action 
and social interaction. Working with national partners 
whose work complements the aims of Near Neighbours 
is a clear distinctive element of the Programme and has 
significantly enhanced delivery and impact.

True to the aims of the Programme, those who engage 
with the Programme represent a huge diversity of 
backgrounds and through Near Neighbours have contact 
with people of different faith and cultural backgrounds 
to themselves. The data collected shows that Near 
Neighbours is objectively a multifaith programme that 

enables different faith groups to work together. 
The level of autonomy delegated to local actors in the 
Programme is strikingly different from the Coventry 
University team’s experience of relatively top-down 
and often state-led approaches used to grow social 
cohesion in the past. From the outside, Near Neighbours 
could seem to resemble a straight-forward national 
grant scheme; the team’s experience, however, has 
shown that the critical roles, skills and networks of the 
local coordinators – who are provided with a useful level 
of autonomy and have a first-rate understanding of 
the local area – , as well as the interplay between the 
various national specialists, enhances the significance of 
the Programme hugely, helping to boost the impact of 
grants and build sustainable community networks within 
neighbourhoods.

The fieldwork findings from the project have been 
synthesised into key themes which encapsulate the core 
elements of Near Neighbours’ work. To achieve this, the 
team have developed a conceptual framework that 
underpins the approach to monitoring and evaluation, 
based on the following five key themes. These themes 
all relate to performance indicators for Near Neighbours 
presented in the full report.

Social action and social interaction: bringing people 
together to build relationships between people of 
different faiths and cultures and to improve local areas

Leadership: enhancing the capacity of and providing 
encouragement for those who can take a leading role in 
social action and interaction in the future.

Sustainability: ensuring wherever possible that projects 
are able to continue beyond initial Near Neighbours 
support

Local Action: recognising that bringing people together 
who are embedded and invested in their local area and 
can work with others locally is an important factor for 
success. 

In short, the Programme has all the strengths of a 
prominent national programme and works towards far-
reaching societal goals whilst being able to support a 
range of relevant, non-intrusive, impactful and locally-
led activity. The core findings related to this are that:
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•	 Near Neighbours is enabling local action: 
Across the five case-study areas between 68% 
and 81% of projects awarded small grants funding 
are delivering in the same postcode area that the 
lead organisation is based in, leading to a clear 
conclusion that the Programme is successfully 
delivering on its aim to enable people to take action 
in their own local areas.

•	 Near Neighbours is increasing social action: 
Over 33,000 people are estimated to have been 
involved in small grants funded activities during 
this 10 month period. This has been enabled by an 
estimated 1,775 volunteers putting in over 44,000 
hours of work showing the extent of the reach 
of Near Neighbours in increasing social action 
participation and leadership and, furthermore, 
in funding social action that is new and uniquely 
supported by Near Neighbours.

•	 Near Neighbours is increasing social 
interaction: In 3 of the 5 case study areas, every 
single small grant awarded was for multifaith 
activities and in the other 2 areas, 97% and 96% of 
projects were multifaith. The respective remaining 
3% and 4% in those two areas were for activities 
for people of the same faith but of different 
ethnicities. Further data collected also shows that 
the vast majority of these projects were led by 
non-Christians. This data offers clear evidence that 
Near Neighbours is a truly multifaith programme, 
accessible to all faiths and reaching beyond the 
Christian faith to enable significant amounts of 
interaction between people of many different 
faiths.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Concluding this report are a short set of 
recommendations that link directly to the evaluation and 
monitoring activity of Near Neighbours. The Coventry 
University team recommends that:

1. The tools and framework set out in this report 
be rolled out to all Near Neighbours areas with 
the provision of training and support in their use, 
preferably within a face-to-face training session; 

2. The Near Neighbours Theory of Change should be 
used within every level of the Programme and its 
logic and contents should be regularly challenged, 
tested and revisited; 

3. The Standardised Data Collection Spreadsheet 
developed and piloted as part of this project should 
be re-launched for users and transferred to a more 
user-friendly medium such as MS Excel, encouraging 
more and more effective data collection activity; 

4. A focus should be placed on the greater 
sustainability of projects after small grants funding 
has ended. Near Neighbours is building capacity in 
local areas and this capacity could be made best 
use of, and momentum maintained, if small grants 
recipients were signposted towards other sources of 
further funding by coordinators.


